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Abstract— Soft computing techniques are universally
used to solve real world problems and researchers are working
on improving these techniques to solve multidimensional
complex problems in different engineering fields. Nature
inspired optimization techniques are used to explore
engineering problems for which conventional methods
cannot be applied or not suitable to use. A lot of research is
going on to improve the existing methods or promoting new
tools based on the soft computing techniques. This paper is
focused to study the available optimization techniques like
GA, PSO, ACO and their usage in engineering problems.
Keywords: Optimization Techniques, GA, PSO, ACO,
BFOA, ABC.

Neural network technique is produced using various
elements that are joined with adjustable weight. [15] It is
generally utilized for pattern recognition.

I. Introduction
Swarm intelligence is an extention to evolutionary
computing. Evolutionary Computing is the deliberate
name for a scope of critical thinking strategies dependent
on standards of biological advancement, like natural
selection and genetic inheritence. These strategies are as
a rule continuously applied to an assortment of issues,
going into applications in industry and trade to advance
looking scientific research. [2] In wireless communication
if network size varies and broadened, routing turns out to
be really difficult and problematic. Lately, nature inspired
intelligent algorithms have been embraced to handle this
issue. Practicing ants, bees, honey bees and other social
multitudes as models, programming specialists can be
set up to tackle multi-layered issues, for example, traffic
diverting in occupied media transmissions.[1] Numerous
issues in networks are discribed as optimization issues,
and drew closer over the bio-inspired strategies. Issues
of the node deployment, localization, energy-aware
clustering, and information aggregation are frequently
planned as advancement issues. [3]
Soft computing techniques are named as Evolutionary
computing, Neural network, Swarm intelligence and
Fuzzy logic. [18] The fundamental objective of soft
computing is to give us an approach to discover the
solution of issues that are too problematic to analyse. In
fuzzy logic, technique is to portray a membership function
showing the size of every neighbourhood. Fuzzy set can
simply executes true fuzzy logic if it is moreover used
to alter membership values. [13] This soft computing
technique is quick but the outcome is not aggreeabley.
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Fig.1: Soft Computing Techniques [18]

Genetic algorithm was introduced in 1975 by John
Holland established on natural selection and utilized for
search optimization process. In nature's construction just
the amazing can adjust and endure and more vulnerable are
gone from the framework. This standard can be portrayed
as “survival of fittest”. This strategy had demnstrated to
be vigorous by progressing optimized solution for variety
of complex as well as machine learning problems. Ant
colony optimization (ACO) utilizes numerous ants to pass
through the outcome space and discover closeby creative
areas. While generally subordinate to genetic algorithms
and another forms of limited search, it can execute results
about issues where no worldwide or convenient point of
view can be gotten, accordingly different techniques can't
be useful.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a computational
method for multi-dimentional optimization that
additionally utilizes populace dependent approach. A
populace of particles roaming in the examine space, and
the association of the particles is convinced by their self
most ideal accepted position and swarm's worldwide most
suitable possible position. Like genetic algorithms, the
PSO technique be dependent upon data division among
population individuals. In certain inconveneiences the
PSO is frequently more computationally competent
than the GAs, particularly in uncontrolled issues with
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extended variables. This paper will give the detailed
study of evolutionary optimization techniques and their
applications in engineering field.

II. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic algorithms be suitable to the greatest class of
developmental algorithms (EA), which produce answers
to streamlining issues utilizing methods stimulated
by regular advancement, like inheritance, mutation,
selection, and crossover. Genetic Algorithms (GA’s)
are investigation strategies dependent on the standards
and ideas of natural selection and development. These
advanced strategies work on a gathering of trial solutions
in parallel, and they drive on the coding of the objective
parameters rather than the parameters directly. In the
GA every function is portrayed as a binary code called
a ‘gene’. These codes are then coordinated and united to
form a chromosome. Every chromosome has a related
fitness attribute or ‘cost’ allocating a value of merit to the
chromosome. A high wellness value being the trait of a
decent chromosome.
After the starting chromosomes have been produced
in the GA, a determination approach is of the same
opinion which chromosomes will take part in the
evolution process. These chromosomes mate with some
other to produce new offspring, which incorporate of
genetic material from two parent chromosomes. The new
set of chromosomes formed from the mating procedure
make up the subsequent ‘generation’ of chromosomes,
although chromosomes from the preceding generation
may also be additionally be stored and delivered into the
new generation. The amount of chromosomes in each
and every generation is kept constant. This process is
continual (selection, and mating) until a set amount of
generations have been concluded. [13]
Genetic Algorithm has been shown as below in the
mode of an algorithm
Load_population;
Predict_population;
Although Termination_Criteria_Not accepted
Choose parents for recreation;
Implement crossover_mutation;
Change ();Estimatepopulation ;}}

A. Genetic Algorithm Parameters
Selection Strategies: Selection techniques finalise
which chromosomes will take part in the evolution
process.
Population Decimation: In this approach the
chromosomes are graded in accordance to their fitness or
cost values from absolute best to lowest.
Proportionate Selection: In this selection strategy the
likelihood of a chromosome being chosen is proportionate
to the fitness of the chromosome as correlated to the
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fitness of the complete population.
Tournament Selection: In this very step both entities
are randomly chosen and then the one with the perfact
fitness ‘wins’.
Mating Schemes: While the selection strategies are
engaged with deciding on which entity will take part in
the evolution process (be parents), the mating schemes
pick which two parent chromosomes will mate with one
another.
Crossover Point: A crossover happen when two parent
chromosomes mate with each. At the point when this
happens the two parent chromosomes are both taken
part at the equivalent predefined crossover point. The
two pieces from the main parent chromosome mate
with the two reciprocal pieces from the second parent
chromosome, to shape two new chromosomes.
Mutation: A transformation happens in a chromosome
with a little chance of Pmutation. At the point when a change
happens in a chromosome, an arbitrary bit in the binary
chromosome is inverted.
Chromosomes and Generations: In the Genetic
Algorithm every chromosome means a specific antenna
arrangement. The quantity of chromosomes utilized in a
Generation and the quantity of generations are both userdefined inputs. The number of chromosomes settle the
number of antenna configurations that will be determined
in each generation, and the number of generations decides
the number of cycles the GA optimizer will go through
prior to coming to completion. [10]
This evolutionary algorithms utilize the three
fundamental standards of the natural evolution:
reproduction, natural selection and variety of the species,
held by the distinction of every age with the past. Genetic
Algorithm works with a group of entities, signifying
resolutions of the job. The choosen principle is utilized
by implementing a benchmark, implying an evaluation
for the entity with respect to the expected solution. The
most appropriate entities create the next generation. The
enormous issues in the engineering domain, just as in
different fields, needs the utilization of algorithms from
various type, with various attributes and settings.
Mardukhi F. et. al. created genetic algorithm put
together quality model depends with respect to a set of
quality attributes which arranged into two fundamental
sorts: positive and negative. The goal is to raise the
values of positive properties (for example throughput
and accessibility), while the values of negative properties
need to be lessened (for example price and response
time). [7]
Kuila P. et. al. proposed a GA based load adjusting clustering algorithm for WSN. The proposed method is introduced to execute well for both identical as well as unequal load of the nodes and compared the outcomes with
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some evolutionary based approaches and other related
clustering algorithms. [4]

III. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
In the field of engineering research the ant colony
optimization algorithm (ACO) is a probabilistic strategy to
work on computational problems. This technique is a fellow
of the ant colony algorithms, in swarm insight techniques,
and it builds up some metheuristic optimizations. The
main technique was coordinating to look for an ideal way
in a figure, depends upon the behavior of ants looking
for a way between their colony and a food source. The
thought has expanded to address a more extensive class
of mathematical issues.
With an ACO algorithm, the most brief way in a
graph, between two points A and B, is worked from a mix
of few ways. It’s difficult to give a particular meaning
of what algorithm is or is not an ant colony, on the
grounds that the definition might vary as indicated by
the authors and uses. Comprehensively talking, insect
state calculations are seen as populated metaheuristics
with every arrangement depicted by an insect moving
in the inquiry space. Ants mark the best game plan and
assess prior markings to advance their inquiry space.
In their versions for combinative problems, they utilize
an iterative development of outcomes. As per the few
writers, what isolates ACO algorithms from other family
members like PSO is precisely their valuable perspective.
In combinative problems, it is conceivable that the best
outcome ultimately be shaped despite the fact that no ant
would prove effective
Cobo L. et. al given a QoS routing algorithm like
Ant Sens Net for WMSNs dependent an Ant Colony
optimization structure and a nature inspired clustering
process. Ant Sens Net performs better compared to the
standard AODV as far as delivery ratio, end-to-end delay
and routing overhead are considered. [1] Liao W.H. et. al.
proposed a deployment technique to enhance the network
lifetime, while guaranteeing total coverage of the service
region and demonstrated the sensor deployment problem
as the Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP) based on
ACO algorithm.[5] Lin Y. et. al. proposes an ACObased methodology which can upgrade the lifespan of
heterogeneous WSNs. The approach depends on tracking
down the greatest number of disjoint associated covers
that fulfill both sensing coverage and network availability.
[6]

IV. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has come up as
a competent stochastic methodology of evolutionary
calculation. From that point it has been utilized in different
fields of uses and research and is viable in yielding an
improved arrangement. This computation imitates the
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social conduct executed by the individuals in a bird flock
or fish school while investigationg for the best food
location. The PSO algorithm neither relies on the early
condition nor on the gradient information. Since it relies
just upon the worth of target work. it cause the technique
numerically less costly and very easy to execute. [8]
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a mathematical
method that resolves an issues by iteratively attempting
to advance a entity with concern to a given proportion
of quality. PSO resolves an issue by having a population
of candidate solutions, here dubbed particles, and
moving these particles around in the inquiry space
as per the simple numerical technique over the
particle's position and speed. Each particle's movement
is adjusted by its nearby most popular position but on
the other hand, is directed toward the fit positions in the
inquiry space.
The PSO algorithm can be addressed as below;
Make initial particles.
Calculate the objective function of each particle.
Select new velocities
Update each particle location.
Iterate until a solution is reached.
Kulkarni R.V. & Venayagamoorthy G.A. examined
PSO that is a basic, successful, and mathematically
effective optimization technique. It has been utilized
to address WSN problems such as node deployment,
determination of node’s position, clustering, and data
analysis. It has drawn in issues in WSNs, presents PSO,
and examines its appropriateness for WSN applications.
[3]

V. Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC)
In the ABC model, the colony includes three gatherings
of honey bees: employed bees, onlookers and scouts. It is
normal that there is just a single artificial employed bee
for each food source. As such, the quantity of employed
bees in the colony is same as the quantity of food sources
around the hive. Employed bees go to their food source
and return hive and move on this area. The food source of
which employed bee has been deserted turns into a scout
and begins to look for tracking down another food source.
Onlookers watch the movement of employed bees and
pick food sources relying on dances. The primary steps
are given below:
1. Firstly food sources are made for all employed bees
2. REPEAT
a. Every employed bee goes to a food source which
is in her memory and decides a neighbour source,
then at that point assesses its nectar sum and
moves in the hive.
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b. Each onlooker watches the movement of employed bees and picks one of their sources depending on the moves, and afterwards goes to that
source. When it selects a neighbour, it eassesses
its nectar sum.
c. Deserted food origins are resolved and are
changed with the new food origins found by
scouts.
d. The best food source found so far is enlisted.
3. UNTIL (prerequisites are met)
As on account of the employed honey bee, she conveys
a change on the source posi-tion in her memory and checks
its nectar aggregate. In the event that its nectar is higher
than that of the previous one, the honey bee remembers
the new position and fails to remember the previous one.
The sources abandoned are settled and new sources are
self-assertive made to be supplanted with the undesirable
ones by fake scouts. Sahoo R. et. al. introduced a trust
based secure and energy competent clustering strategy
in WSN using Honey Bee Mating Algorithm (LWTCBMA). The proposed LWTC-BMA enhance the life time
of the network by denying malignant hubs to turn into a
group head. [9]

Since its commencement, BFOA has drawn the
consideration of scientists from assorted fields of
information particularly because of its biological
motivation and smooth design. Analysts are attempting
to hybridize BFOA with various different algorithms
to investigate its local and global search properties
independently. It has effectively been carried out to
numrous real world issues and demonstrated its adequacy
over numerous variations of GA and PSO. Mathematical
modeling, variation, and change of the algorithm may be a
significant piece of the exploration on BFOA in future. [11]

VI. Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO)

The cuckoo search [13] is a swarm intelligence based
algorithm in which if one segment doesn’t satisfy any
of the constraints then the entire segment is discarded.
Here, Setting up the priority with cuckoo search is really
going to be a challenge. Cuckoo fitness is aimed to set
the sequence of the nodes in wireless sensor network
where priority is required to set up. A cuckoo distroys
all its eggs if it finds any egg to be defective. Average
cost is calculated and compared with the threshold if it is
accepted the set condition then it is set to its position else
it is placed at the last so setting up the priority is done by
applying cuckoo search algorithm in many applications.
[16]

The bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) was
implemented by Passino in the year 2002 is depends on
natural selection that will in general reject creatures with
poor foraging strategies. After numerous generations,
poor foraging strategies are barred while just the
entities with great foraging strategy exists significantly.
BFO executes the foraging behaviour showed by E.
coli bacteria as an streamlining issue. Over certain
genuine optimization issues, BFO has been expressed
to beat numerous dominant optimization algorithms in
terms of convergence speed and final precision. [8]
Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA)
has been universaly acknowledged as a worldwide
optimization algorithm of flow interest for streamlining
optimization and control. BFOA is affected by the
social foraging conduct of Escherichia coli. BFOA has
effectively drawn the consideration of analysts due to
its effectiveness in providing solution in real-world
optimization issues emerging in a few application fields.
Bacteria search for supliments in a way to improve energy
received per unit time. Singular bacterium additionally
compares with others by conveying messages. A bacterium
takes foraging choices in the wake of thinking about two
past factors. The interaction, where a bacterium moves
by making little strides while looking for supplements, is
called chemotaxis and key thought of BFOA is copying
chemotactic development of virtual bacteria in the issue
search space.
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VII. Firefly Technique
It is a metaheuristic optimization technique that is
influenced from the flashing behaviour of fireflies. Flash
of fireflies acts as a signal to attract the other flies.
Firefly with brightest flash attract other flies to mate,
the less bright one is attracted by the brighter one. First
initialization of population then determines the fitness
of each firefly. After determining the light intensity of
fireflies rank and update the best firefly until the maximum
limit is approached. [15]

VIII. Cuckoo Search Algorithm

IX. Applications of optimization techniques:
These optimization techniques can be used in the
given applications as in Multidimensional problems,
Rerouting of vehicals, Routing based algorithm in
MANET, Budgetary Load Dispatch , Travelling salesman
problem (TSP), Grraphics feature selection, Continuous
optimization, Scheduling, Data aggregation tree in
WSN in an optimal way, Data production depends on
test path discovery, Coverage issues, Computation of
manufacturing process models and Optimizing routing
protocol.
There are many applications of different optimization
techniques but broadly GA is applied in Hardware
evolution, Invention of biometric, Robotics, Design
automation and Investment decisions. PSO is applied in
Fuzzy control system, ANN and Function optimization.
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ACO is applied in Biomedical and bioinformatics,
Image processing, Telecommunication network, Data
mining, System identification. ABC is applied in Image
analysis, Data clustering, on road traffic congestion, Train
neural network and Routing in OFC network. Whereas
Firefly algorithm is applied in scheduling, for training,
Image compression, Feature selection, Multimodal
design. [18] Soft computing techniques are applied in
various applications like data mining, robotics, machine
learning, healthcare, transportation etc. [21] Nature
inspired techniques are used for energy optimization and
clustering in wireless sensor networking. [22]

[07]

[08]

[09]

X. Conclusion
Soft computing techniques are discussed here under
evolutionary techniques. A study has been given on
various optimization techniques like Genetic algorithm
(GA), Particle swarm optimization (PSO), Ant colony
optimization (ACO) and Artificial bee colony in this paper.
In the area of wireless sensor networks these techniques
has been applied to calculate network lifetime, energy
efficiency and end to end delay. Hybrid algorithms can be
explored and established based on bio inspired algorithms
and these can be used to enhance the performance of
wireless sensor networks. It is proposed in this paper
to study the optimization techniques in different fields.
Best features of individual optimization techniques can
be taken in account and further hybridization of these
optimization techniques can also be implemented in
future research.
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